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Subject: A Resolution to ban Harry Khanna from Facebook

The A.S. Council approved a Resolution to ban Harry Khanna from Facebook. Document attached.
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Resolution to ban Harry Khanna from Facebook

WHEREAS, Harry Khanna is harmfully addicted to the drug known as Facebook.com;

WHEREAS, Harry Khanna does not recognize relationships unless they are fully documented on Facebook;

WHEREAS, Harry Khanna is baking cookies.. oh, who is he kidding? He’s really just eating them;

WHEREAS, Harry Khanna’s sole interest is “basically violating all the laws of thermodynamics;”

WHEREAS, Harry Khanna created the “Popularity Coefficient” to determine his Facebook popularity compared to every other UCSD student, based on frequency of wall posts, number of friends at UCSD and other schools, quantity of photos posted by others, among other values.

THEREFORE BE IT SO that the ASUCSD recognizes that in order for Harry Khanna to make a successful AS President, he needs to log out of Facebook forever.